Theoretical study of selected gamma-ray and electron diagnostics necessitates coupling Cerenkov radiation to electron/photon cascades. A Cerenkov production model and its incorporation into a general geometry Monte Carlo coupled electron/photon transport code is discussed. A special optical photon ray-trace is implemented using bulk optical properties assigned to each Monte Carlo zone. Good agreement exists between experimental and calculated Cerenkov data in
INTRODUCTION
Computational methods of coupled electron/photon transport are now widely used to solve a variety of radiation transport problems [1] . Of these methods Monte Carlo provides the most comprehensive treatment of cascade generation and transport in generalized geometry. Cascade production, transport, and penetration through matter are the essential tasks. The cascade produced by coupling electrons and photons is often complex and may include photoelectrons, Compton, pair, Auger, and knock-on electrons; and bremsstrahlung, characteristic X-rays, and annihilation photons. Integrating Cerenkov photon production into the cascade provides a new capability useful in the investigation of certain detector concepts considered in photon and electron diagnosti cs.
THEORETICAL ASPECTS
The physics of Cerenkov production was initially formulated by Frank and Tamm [2] . The Cerenkov effect is the coherent response of a medium to the passage of a charged particle whose velocity is greater than the wavelength-dependent photon phase velocity in that medium.
The resulting Cerenkov electromagnetic wavefronts along the particle track constructively interfere (via Huygens' Principle) at a unique angle 0 relative to the direction of the charged particle.
Angle e is defined by the Cerenkov relation [3] c Sn(A) (1) where S is the ratio of particle velocity to the velocity of light in vacuum and n(A) is the wavelengthdependent index of refraction for that medium. For a specific medium the threshold energy of Cerenkov production corresponds to a particle velocity Bc Calculation of energy-angle spectra for lead, berylium, and aluminum was accomplished using Monte Carlo, for foils of identical areal densities.Based primarily on these calculations aluminum was chosen as the convertor foil material. The foil thickness must be optimized for maximum Cerenkov output in the gas and subsequent delivery to the photomultiplier. Cerenkov yield in the gas and the number that reach the photomultiplier are shown in Figure 2 Consider the production in the gas (solid curve) as foil thickness is increased. Between 0 to 200 mils Cerenkov yield increases dramatically because electrons generated in the foil readily escape into the gas region before being degraded in energy to produce Cerenkov. As the foil thickness approaches an electron mean range, multiple-scattering and energy-loss effects begin to dominate, resulting in production saturation. As thickness increases well beyond an electron range, Cerenkov number slowly diminishes until the photon mean-free-path is approached. At this point Cerenkov production will rapidly decrease, primarily due to the onset of significant photon attenuation. Collection efficiency to the photomultiplier is indicated by the dotted curve in Figure 2 . It quantifies the number of Cerenkov photons that reach the photomultiplier per source 16.7 MeV photon incident upon the detector geometry. Thus, there are two important efficiencies shown by Figure 2: 1) the foil efficiency in converting the photon beam into a secondary electron source that maximizes Cerenkov yield, and 2) the optical collection efficiency of Cerenkov photons to the photomultiplier. One other competing factor in the choice of foil thickness is the formation of secondary electrons below threshold that can result in an undesirable background at the detector location. This effect is reduced by using thinner foils of lower-Z materials and was another important factor in selecting aluminum as the foil material.
Cerenkov threshold curves, as shown in Figure 3 , depict Cerenkov production in the gas region (at constant pressure) as the photon beam energy changes and the convertor-foil material and thickness remain fixed. As the threshold energy is approached from higher beam energies, Cerenkov production decreases rapidly toward zero (by definition). When 
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A powerful and quite general computational tool has been developed that enables the computational physicist to investegate new areas of electron and photon diagnostics through analysis of Cerenkov radiation. Partial experimental verification of the model has been completed and more will follow. Coupling Cerenkov production to the electron/photon cascade in generalized geometry, and allowing the Cerenkov photons to interact with bulk optical properties, results in a capability with which theoretical design of various Cerenkov detection systems can now proceed routinely. Other related topics for future consideration include implementing a wavelength-dependent refraction index, and transition radiation sources.
